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President’s Corner

SFAS General Meeting

Rudy Darling, SFAS President

Invasive species – sounds like the latest sci-fi movie –
but no, it is instead “an organism that causes ecological
or economic harm in a new environment where it is
not native.” We birdwatchers are familiar with the illfated introduction of the European Starling and House
Sparrow to the United States in the 19th century.
These European species were immensely successful
at reproducing here. They soon spread across North
America and into Central America, out-competing
native birds for their nest holes, habitat, and food. They
exhibit many of the common invasive species traits,
which include: Fast growth (In one year birds are good
to go); Rapid reproduction; High dispersal ability (they
have wings); Phenotype plasticity (ability to alter growth
form to suit current conditions); and tolerance of a wide
range of environmental conditions.

General Meeting Tuesday, February 1, 7:00 pm
Beecher Room, Auburn Library, 350 Nevada St

Masks and proof of vaccination required for admittance !
For our first in-person general membership meeting since Covid flew
into our lives, we have a special treat for you, especially if you are
dazzled by hummingbirds.
Our guest presenter for the February 1 general membership meeting
will be Deb Kirkpatrick, hummingbird rehabilitator with Gold Country
Wildlife Rescue in Auburn. She and her husband John have been volunteering with GCWR for the past 17 years, and Deb has specialized in
hummingbird rehab for the past 10 years. She rehabilitates
anywhere from 150-200 hummingbirds each year…almost all coming
from Placer, Sacramento, Nevada and El Dorado counties. Can you
even imagine how much time and dedication that must involve?

The invasive species, European Starling,
has spread rapidly across the U.S. and
beyond since its introduction in NYC in
the 1800's.

Deb calls hummingbirds the “test pilots” of the bird world. They can
maneuver like no other bird and they are pure magic in the air! She
would know, as she watches the rescued hummers progress from tiny
neonates in their nests, up to newly feathered hatchlings in small confined flight cages, until they are strong enough to graduate to the
large flight cages lined with blooming salvias for them to perch and
feast on that prepare them for release.
This presentation should also be a visual delight with plenty of photos
of the hummers under Deb’s care; we will try to allow time at the end
for questions and discussion.

Photo By - Rudy Darling

Another type of invasive species devastating native
bird populations is predators, such as the mongoose in
Maui I wrote about two years ago. Examples worldwide
are many, but in mainland USA the invasive species

If you have enjoyed our Hummingbird Extravaganzas in the past, this
meeting is a must.

Continued on page 2...
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responsible for the most bird deaths –
about 2.6 billion birds annually – is the
housecat. Now don’t get me wrong. Until
recently Jeannie and I always had one or
more cats in our household. Some were
the kind that sit on your lap and purr.
Others were out-and-out neurotic. All
were loved. Housecats account for the
second-highest number of humanrelated bird deaths following habitat
loss. Studies have found that the typical
housecat allowed to roam outdoors
brings home more than 50 small
mammals, birds, and lizards per year.
Okay, that doesn’t seem like much per
cat. How many times have I heard, “Well,
my cat only brings home a bird every
now and then …”? However, there are 84
million “owned” cats in the U.S. Let’s do
the math; that’s 4.2 billion small critters
per year. This number is even higher
for feral cats, the population of which is
estimated at 30-80 million. Think about
it. While writing last issue’s column, I
learned that about 2.9 billion birds have
disappeared in the last 50 years. Cats
kill 2.6 billion of them each year. A little
over a year without cats, et voilá, we get
the 2.9 billion birds back, right? Whoa –
not so fast, fella. Unfortunately, it’s not
that simple – they need places to live
and food to eat, which are in shrinking
supply. Besides, who would want to get
rid of cats? Other, that is, than some
dogs or raptors, wild predators, etc.
Fortunately, there are other ways to
keep the number of bird deaths from
your cats to a minimum. Obviously,
keeping one’s cat(s) indoors or in an
enclosure (a “catio”) or fenced in area is
the surest bet. People have had success
using electric invisible fences that many
dog owners now use. Keeping cats from
roaming free is not only good for birds,
it is also good for the cat and for you.
Free-roaming cats can contract diseases,
some of which can be transmitted to
humans. For example, toxoplasmosis
(T. gondii), which in humans can cause
eye lesions, deafness, seizures, mental
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retardation, blindness, schizophrenia,
Alzheimer’s Disease, autism, obsessive
compulsive disorder, memory loss,
multi-organ failure, and even death. As
many as 74 percent of all domestic cats
in the United States will be infected by
T. gondii during their lifetimes. Rabies is
another possible disease an outdoor cat
could contract.

Housecats are an invasive species and
account for the deaths of 2.6 million birds
each year in the U.S.
Photo from - Bird Conservacy of the
Rockies

Now, I’ve had enough cats to know that
there is a good reason for the expression,
“it’s like herding cats,” and I have on
occasion chuckled at the sight of cats on
leashes. Now that I know better (ah, for
the good old days of living in oblivion),
it is obvious that this is another way
to save birds and other wildlife by
maintaining control of (okay … herding)
the roaming feline predator. Kudos to
those conscious owners. Shame on me
for chuckling.
If your cat simply will not cooperate
(the scratches on your arms might be
a clue), you can try to make them less
able to sneak up on birds. We tried a bell
on one of our hunting cats. She soon
learned how to walk without jingling the
bell and to simply hide until the birds
approached her. Research has shown
that bells are only about 41% effective.
A newer development is that of the birdvisible collar (Birdsbesafe or similar).
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Cats normally rely on being stealthy
while hunting. These collars feature
bright colors that make cats easily seen
by songbirds and will typically reduce
birds caught by 87%, but don’t seem to
affect the cat’s ability to catch rodents.
Songbirds see bright colors especially
well because of unique eye anatomy that
emphasizes bright colors in the birds'
visual field and sees them well even at
dawn or dusk.
Also in the arsenal is spay, neuter,
adopt. There is no reason to let your
cats make more cats unless you are a
breeder. Advantages to neutering male
cats include: they’re less likely to range
as far; they’re less aggressive; they’re
less likely to fight, get injured, and have
abscesses — or cause injuries to other
cats; neutering eliminates spraying in
85% of males. If you must have a cat,
adopt one and raise it as an indoor cat.
These are just some of the ways that we,
as cat owners, can help to reverse the
trend of declining numbers of birds.
For more information, you will find a
great discussion of issues involving cats
at American Bird Conservancy’s Cats
Indoors website - https://abcbirds.org/
program/cats-indoors/. I hope you will
us join in the fight to stop the decline in
the number of wild birds.

The mongoose was introduced into Maui
to control invasive rats,but since rats are
nocturnal and rats are diurnal, they took to
eating bird eggs.
Photo by Rudy Darling

Audubon News Report
q Don Rivenes, Conservation Chair Nevada County

Conservation Report
By Don Rivenes
Conservation groups reached an agreement
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
the agency to conduct a new Endangered
Species Act review of California spotted owls by Feb. 25, 2023. The agreement
stems from a lawsuit filed by the groups in
August 2020 that asserted the Trump administration's decision to deny protection to
the California spotted owl was unlawful and
not supported by the Service's own scientific assessment.
The agency's work confirmed dramatic
population declines in four out of five study
areas and found that the owls face increasing threats. "We're pleased that the court
has required the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to reassess the status of the critically
imperiled California spotted owl," said Pamela Flick, California program director for
Defenders of Wildlife. "Time and again,
scientific analyses clearly indicate that this
species is at risk of continued population
declines from myriad threats and warrants
immediate protections."

in the mountains of coastal and Southern
California. Its habitat is under serious threat
from current logging practices and climate change impacts, including increased
drought, disease and uncharacteristically
large, severe wildfires.
"Protecting the owl will help ensure that remaining mature forests and large trees that
are the most resilient to fire are protected,"
said Susan Britting, executive director of
Sierra Forest Legacy. "Saving owls will
also help safeguard people because actions
like prescribed fire not only benefit owls
but also help protect communities from
wildfire."
Conservation groups have been fighting
for protections for spotted owl for decades,
presenting evidence of population decline
throughout their range as well as habitat
degradation caused by unsustainable forest
management practices. Following a 2016
lawsuit by the Center and allies, the Service
agreed to conduct a status review by 2019,
only to deny the owls federal protection under the Endangered Species Act in November 2019.
"The Fish and Wildlife Service's own assessments show that California spotted owls
should have been protected years ago," said
Justin Augustine, a senior attorney at the
Center. "These owls face dire threats, so we
hope the Service will finally do the right
thing and give them the Endangered Species Act protection they deserve and need."

Background
California Spotted Owl photographed by Rudy
Darling near White Cloud campground, Nevada
County.

The 2020 suit was filed in San Francisco by
Sierra Forest Legacy, the Center for Biological Diversity and Defenders of Wildlife, a
coalition represented by Earthjustice. The
California subspecies of spotted owls lives
in mature forest in the Sierra Nevada and

The California spotted owl is the less-famous cousin of the northern and Mexican
spotted owls, and like its counterparts, the
species relies on decadent, large trees and
snags found in old-growth forests. The
owls mate for life unless repeated nesting
attempts are unsuccessful, and the species
can live for up to 20 years. California spotted owls are highly territorial, have high
site fidelity, and breed irregularly, typically
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having just one to two owlets in years they
reproduce.
The majority of land within the owl’s range
is owned by commercial logging companies or in National Forests, both of which
are subjected to extensive logging operations. The little old-growth forest habitat
that remains is in scattered fragments across
the landscape, and populations have plummeted as this habitat has been cleared. It is
estimated that more than 75 percent of the
old growth forests were lost between 1945
and 1993 in the Sierra Nevada due to logging and other anthropogenic activities, and
these numbers have been met or exceeded
in other parts of the owl’s range.
The population dropped by as much as 22
percent in the southern Cascades in the last
18 years, and scientists estimate the population was cut in half since 1990 in the central
Sierra Nevada. Only one of five study areas
showed populations as increasing or stable,
and that being in Sequoia and Kings Canyon national parks where commerciallogging operations do not occur. There is also
evidence that inbreeding and related genetic
disorders are a growing concern, and new
evidence that logging is facilitating the invasion of barred owls, which out-compete
California spotted owls, into California
spotted owl habitat.

We are the first generation to feel
the sting of climate change, and we
are the last generation that can do
something about it."
~ Jay Inslee

An American politician and economist who
has served as the 23rd governer of Washington
since 2013
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Field Trip Log
q By Dale Rubach

Field Trip Log
Dale Rubach
Sierra Foothills Audubon Society is cautiously starting field trip activities. For events to take place certain guidelines will have to be followed to ensure everyone’s safety. ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST SHOW
PROOF OF BEING FULLY VACCINATED. If participants are conscious of social distancing, mask usage
is up to you.
Bird Walk For Beginners In Grass Valley
Sunday, January 16, 2022
8:00 -10:00AM
Leader: Dan Stewart 530-265-4677
dcstew@outlook.com

You never know what you will see on one of Dan Stewart's bird walks. In 2015 the group noticed this Loggerhead Shrike on the Sierra College campus.

This walk is designed for beginners, but more skilled
birders are helpful and welcome. We'll talk about binoculars, how and where to find birds, what to look for
when you find one. We meet in the parking lot of the
Briar Patch Market on Sierra College Drive in Grass
Valley. We walk for a little less than two miles and it
usually takes about two hours. Fifteen to twenty different species are almost guaranteed, especially with
enough sharp eyes and ears. It's a nice walk up over
the hill at Sierra College and back to the Briar Patch.
Come on out and help us find and identify some
birds. Be aware of the weather and dress appropriately. A little light drizzle won't cause a cancellation,
but a real rain storm will.
Please contact Dan if the weather is questionable.

Photo by Rudy Darling

Welcome New
Members!

~ Grass Valley ~
Freda Massaro
Kathy Barwick
Hope Brady
~ Nevada City ~
Jennifer Sheffo
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SFAS Officers, Board
and Committee Chairs
OFFICERS:
Rudy Darling, President
rdarling@sbbmail.com (530) 272-6504
William Hall, Vice President
yardcard@usamedia.tv
Patti DeLuca, Secretary
drpatti27@gmail.com

Become an
SFAS
Member

Don Rivenes, Treasurer
rivenes@sbcglobal.net (530) 477-7502

ELECTED AT LARGE BOARD MEMBERS:
Jim Groeser (2)
redtailh@gmail.com

Two levels of membership are available:
SFAS Chapter Membership is $20 annually
and includes a subscription to The Phoebe
newsletter and an invitation to the many
chapter activities. Send a check payable to
Sierra Foothills Audubon Society, P.O. Box
1937, Grass Valley, CA 95945.
An introductory membership to the National
Audubon Society is $20 and includes SFAS
Chapter Membership, subscriptions to the
bi-monthly NAS Audubon Magazine and
Phoebe newsletter from SFAS. Send a check
payable to NAS Membership Department,
National Audubon Society, PO Box 97194.
Washington, DC 20090-7194. Please write
C1ZC460Z in the memo section of your check.
Or you can join online at www.audubon.org
and click on “JOIN.” For more information
contact Dan Stewart at (530) 265-4677.

Dan Stewart (2)
dcstew@hotmail.com
Theresa Thomas (2)
randtthomas@sbcglobal.net
Heath Wakelee (2)
hwakelee@gmail.com
Dale Rubach (1)
rugby7676-birds@yahoo.com
Jane Hall (1)
yardcard@usamedia.tv
Steve Rose (2)

NOMINATING COMMITTEE CHAIR:
Appointed each year

STANDING COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Don Rivenes, Conservation Chair (Nevada City)
rivenes@sbcglobal.net (530) 477-7502
Jim Groeser, Education Chair (Nevada City)
(530) 913-2240
redtailh@gmail.com
Dale Rubach, Field Trip Chair
rugby7676-birds@yahoo.com
Theresa Thomas, Program Chair
randtthomas@sbcglobal.net

SPECIAL COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Heath Wakelee, Scholarship Chair
hwakelee@gmail.com
Jane Hall, Publicity/Hospitality
yardcard@usamedia.tv
Kate Brennan, Membership
katebrennan6699@gmail.com
Steve Rose, Scientific Grants Committee

OTHER POSITIONS:
Alexander Giron, Phoebe Publication
phoebe@sierrafoothillsaudubon.org

www.sierrafoothillsaudubon.org
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Auburn, CA

P.O. Box 1937
Grass Valley, CA 95945-1937

The mission of the Sierra Foothills Audubon Society is to educate ourselves and others to the variety and the beauty of our natural environment and to protect our wildlife and natural places

NOW ALSO ON YOU TUBE
Do you want to record your bird sightings?
Keep your bird list?
Learn about trends in populations or migration patterns?
If so… Join us for an eBird tutorial.
This program is expertly presented by Diane and Steve Rose
and is now up on our Sierra Foothills Audubon Facebook page.
It is a quick overview of the eBird website and details on how
to submit your checklist to eBird. This tutorial makes eBird accessible even for an absolute beginner birder. You can access it by searching for Sierra Foothills Audubon on Facebook and find it on You Tube at this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6UL94sDIAs&feature=youtu.be
The program is excellent and I encourage you all to watch it. You do not need a Facebook
account, just go to Facebook and put Sierra Foothills Audubon into the search bar then look for the
eBird video.
Happy birding and keep those lists coming!
Theresa Thomas
Program Chair
www.sierrafoothillsaudubon.org

